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Abstract
We describe the implementation of an on-campus workshop focused on supporting faculty as they develop metacognitive interventions for their educational contexts. This on-campus workshop at Duke University included engineering faculty as well as other faculty from other departments on campus and was developed and presented by members of the Skillful Learning Institute. Perspectives of the hosts and the presenters provide a more complete view of the purpose, context and logistics, and lessons learned for faculty workshops. Two prominent lessons for such workshops in general emerged related to making the ideas and information more easily assimilated: the need for more concrete and varied examples and the need for more time to process ideas and activities.

Introduction
This Lessons Learned paper in lightning talk format focuses on describing our experience running a workshop for supporting faculty development in metacognition instruction. While important, this paper does not focus on describing specific metacognitive interventions but instead focuses on strategies for providing faculty development through on-campus workshops. Outcomes of this lessons learned paper should benefit those faculty and administrators looking to provide development opportunities for faculty and staff at their institutions. Additional information on metacognition and specific interventions can be found here: https://skillful-learning.org/.

Metacognition, knowing about and regulating our thinking processes, is a key skill for learning more effectively and efficiently, in academia, as a professional, and throughout life [1]. It can be developed with focused instruction, practice, and feedback [2]. Few engineering educators have training or expertise in pedagogy [3], let alone facilitating students’ metacognitive growth, i.e., the development of their learning skills. However, understanding learning processes and helping others become more skillful learners require development of new knowledge and abilities. The workshop was designed to help educators at Duke University translate knowledge to practice. It also provided a learning opportunity for the presenters to refine plans and materials for the Skillful Learning Institute (SLI), an NSF sponsored virtual short course for educators. Herein, we provide perspectives of the host site and the presenters. By providing the two perspectives, our lessons learned are enriched and should help those who invite speakers in for faculty development and those who are creating faculty development activities. Hosted before the pandemic, the workshop design consisted of an initial virtual session, a two day in-person workshop, and a follow-up virtual session.

Purpose of Workshop
Host Site Motivation. A formalized group of faculty in the engineering school at Duke University meets regularly with the goals of building a community of engineering faculty focused around education and collaboratively supporting each other in efforts to improve courses as well as mentoring of independent study projects or extracurricular student groups. One of the group’s initiatives to support these goals is hosting an on-campus, education-focused workshop annually, in which the group invites leaders in education research to share their findings and
recommendations. The faculty group selected metacognition as the focus of the first workshop, as it directly relates to both helping students improve their self-assessment of their learning and supporting faculty in their efforts to facilitate effective learning.

*Workshop Development Team Motivation.* Our driving motivation for developing this workshop was to build engineering educators’ capacities to engage students in constructive metacognitive activity. It also provided an opportunity to develop and refine new materials for an NSF grant where we will offer virtual training to a broader range of engineering educators. In our prior work, we recognized the need to develop educators’ capacities beyond just using our materials. Our expanded focus is to equip engineering educators to be able to construct meaningful activities that prompt students’ metacognitive activity and awareness along with models for how to interact with students about their learning processes. This focus on educator development drove choices for significant time allocated for reflection and guided practice.

**Structure of workshop**

*Pre-workshop Virtual Session.* We conducted a one-hour virtual session with participants with the purpose of providing a theoretical overview of metacognition, to gather information on participants’ metacognition backgrounds and potential goals they might have for the two day workshop.

*In-Person Sessions:* Day 1 focused on taking participants step by step through the Backwards Design Process in three steps: Learning Objectives, Acceptable Evidence, and Activity Plans [4]. For each step, we provided an overview of the importance of the step, an example of the step in action, working time for participants, and a short debrief and share time with the larger group. To support this work, we developed an activity planning document that participants could use to track their progress through the Backwards Design process (see Appendix). On Day 2, after reviewing feedback and discussing with our team, we decided to start off with a more thorough example of using the Activity Planning Document to develop a metacognitive intervention for a classroom context. We started with a problem identified by one of the workshop hosts, helping students engage in learning more before an assignment. We went through each step of the planning document to provide participants with a concrete example of how to apply the process. We then provided work time. This allowed us to circulate around the room and spend one-on-one time with participants to answer questions and give feedback. After the working time, we reviewed tips and tricks we had learned about conducting metacognitive interventions from previous research, including where to plan interventions and how to view metacognitive development as an iterative process. To further support participants, we reviewed a method for providing meaningful feedback to students on the learning process. We ended our session with the participants by discussing readiness for change and how this can help direct their interactions with students.

*Follow-up Virtual Session.* We held a virtual follow-up meeting to share progress on the implementations developed during the in person sessions as well as to provide space for questions from participants. We used an assessment survey to gather questions, points of clarification, and challenges participants may have after attempting implementations for discussion.
Workshop Context and Logistics
The workshop required resources on the part of the host institution and SLI. In terms of financial and material resources, the host institution funded travel for most of the team, with the SLI team also contributing some financial resources to enable bringing the whole team. This was mutually beneficial as the host school had more engagement with the team and SLI had opportunities to refine our craft. Material resources included copies of the workbooks participants used during the activities mostly brought by SLI and a physical space for the workshop with presentation capacity provided by the host school. The host school also provided lunch for workshop participants as well as working meals for SLI and host school participants. In terms of time resources, two phases of the workshop were scheduled outside of the host institution’s semesters to minimize conflicts due to class schedules. A pre-workshop virtual session was held shortly after the conclusion of the fall semester, and the in-person sessions were held the two days prior to the start of the spring semester. This timing not only made the workshops more accessible by scheduling them such that class schedules would not preclude participation, but it also afforded participants an opportunity to contemplate and assimilate the ideas behind metacognition prior to the in-person sessions during which they would reflect and engage in guided practice.

Lessons learned from faculty development perspective
In meeting our purpose of describing our collective experience and lessons learned through offering this workshop, we have three key recommendations for faculty developers attempting to design workshops on complex topics such as metacognition:

*Plan for the time it takes to understand, process, and apply - to assimilate - new concepts for teaching and learning, even when educators are motivated to do so.* The pre-workshop virtual session one-month ahead of and the guided worktimes during the workshop were built in for this purpose, but it is easy to underestimate the time and support needed for this. Although we anticipated that participants would leave the workshop with lessons or activities nearly ready for classroom use, the workshop time was just insufficient for introducing content and having participants engage with that content as thoroughly as we desired. Moreover, spacing the material out over time, e.g., 1-2 weeks in between workshop segments, could enable more thorough processing and reflection between each step and between creation of the activity and discussing interacting with students through the implementation of the activity.

*Introduce the backwards design element and general intended flow of the workshop prior to the workshop and include examples.* Knowing the key organizing element for the workshop (backward design model) and flow would help participants know what to expect and scope their goals to align with the elements of the workshop. A few detailed examples of the backwards design activities would also help educators assimilate new concepts. More and varied examples, for varied contexts and course types, that are better integrated into the earlier instruction would have been helpful.

*More is not always better.* Although we leveraged parts of existing workshops, we added some new content we believed to be important for constructively engaging students in their metacognitive growth. An example of this was our discussion on student readiness for change. This is an important topic when we discuss changing learning behaviors, but we are still in the process of learning about this ourselves and with limited time to distill it to focused, actionable
components, it was perhaps too much. Participants were still trying to sort out their activities and we were trying to discuss considerations for interacting with students when implementing activities. More careful consideration of readiness to engage in new topics is important.

**Lessons learned from attendees (host location) perspective**

*Theory and practice are both important.* Host location organizers found the in-person workshops provided an appropriate balance of discussion and active practice and achieved the dual goals of introducing a new pedagogical concept and facilitating its implementation. The workshops also validated previous faculty experiences with a mismatch between what students believe they understand and their demonstrated understanding on an assessment. The organizers left the initial virtual session excited to implement metacognitive activities, however they felt that their understanding of the process was not yet solid enough to continue with confidence. In this regard, the intuition shared by SLI and the host institution was correct - it was helpful for participants to be given the time to digest the concepts introduced at the initial virtual session before the subsequent in-person sessions during which they could engage with the material through guided practice.

*Examples contextualize theory.* During the host location’s faculty group’s discussions following the workshops, attendees shared their experiences implementing metacognitive activities, as well as their uncertainties regarding how to choose from among the wide range of potential activities. Host location organizers recommend that future workshops incorporate discussions of a variety of examples of effective activities and specific (and perhaps even individualized) implementation guidelines and timelines. Additionally, smaller faculty discussion groups during the workshop could be formed strategically, so that groups are determined by similarities in class content and/or structure. This change may enable faculty to use group discussion time to develop course-specific material. Although such changes may necessitate scheduling the subsequent workshop sessions over a longer period of time, host location organizers believe such a structure would provide time for reflection and discussion of each topic or example.

**Conclusions and future directions**

We shared findings from the perspectives of the host and faculty development team and found synergy among the two groups. First, participants felt the need for more time to process the new ideas and activities they engaged with throughout the workshop. It is possible participants experienced a level of cognitive overload where too many new ideas are engaged at once, or a previous idea has not been sufficiently processed prior to engaging another new idea. This is a continual tension in learning. Plan more time for practice and assimilation than you think is needed. You are the expert(s) and have thought a lot about the content. Remember to make time for participants to do the same. Second, participants desired more concrete and varied examples to spark participants' imaginations and aid development of their activities. We are implementing our own advice. For the future, the SLI is being designed with 1-2 weeks between virtual workshops to enable more processing and work before encountering the next topic. Complete and varied examples are being created to provide helpful support to participants. Remember, the content was new to you once too, and you either leveraged or created examples to help you assimilate the concepts too.
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Appendix

Skillful Learning Institute Workshop Activity Working Document

#1 - Project Statement: opportunity, observation, behavior of interest – objective

#2a - Assessment: How will you know it is working? What evidence will help you determine this?

#2b - Document: How will students document their metacognitive engagement (experience, questions, exploration, insight)?

#2c - Feedback & Assessment: How will you provide feedback to the students?

Context: background information about the course

Details: time commitment, frequency, mechanisms

Risks: challenges, potential problems, concerns

Metacognitive focus: knowledge (persens, tasks, strategies) and/or regulation (planning monitoring, control, evaluation)

#3a - Experience: What must students experience to prepare them for metacognitive engagement?

#3b - Instruction/Practice: What knowledge or practice do students need to facilitate their metacognitive engagement?

#3c - Activity/Prompt(s): How will you prompt students to interpret the experience and explore and gain insight?